Abstract-Radiofrequency (RF) ablation uses RF current to heat and kill cancer applied via an electrode inserted under image-guidance, and is in clinical use for tumors in liver, lung kidney, and bone. Mathematical models are frequently used to determine tissue temperature during RF ablation, but most prior models do not include accurate implementation of power control algorithms as are used in clinical devices. We created a computer model employing the Finite Element Method, and implemented a clinically used impedance control algorithm. We assumed a rapid increase in tissue electrical conductivity upon vaporization to approximate tissue vapor formation and allow impedance control. We performed ex vivo tissue experiments where we measured the tissue temperature and impedance to validate the computer models. Impedance and temperature time course were comparable between model and experiments, and deviations are likely due to inaccurate data on temperature dependence of tissue properties. Ablation zone diameter was 33 mm in the computer model, and 29 ± 3 mm in the experiments. Our computer model may more accurately allow tissue temperature calculation via including power control algorithms as used in clinical devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
ADIOFREQUENCY (RF) ablation employs electric current in the radiofrequency range (450 -500 kHz) to heat, and destroy cancer tissue. It is in clinical use for treatment of primary and metastatic liver tumors, as well as tumors in kidney, lung, bone, and adrenal gland tissue [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . During RF ablation, an electrode is inserted into the tumor under imaging guidance (typically CT or Ultrasound), and tissue surrounding the electrode is heated and destroyed.
A number of prior studies have used Finite Element Method (FEM) models to examine tissue heating during radiofrequency ablation [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . One shortcoming of prior models is that they do not accurately reproduce the power control algorithms used in clinical devices. Clinical devices adjust applied power either dependent on temperature measured by sensors integrated into the electrode (temperature control), or based on tissue impedance measured between electrode and ground pad (impedance control). Here, we implemented an impedance control algorithm as used in clinical devices and validated tissue temperature and impedance from an experimental study.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Computational Modeling
Equations for Calculation of Electric Field and Temperature When alternating electric fields are applied to resistive materials (like tissue), heating occurs due to both conduction losses (resistive heating from ion movement) and dielectric losses (caused by the rotation of molecules in the alternating electric field). However, in the frequency range below ~1 MHz, dielectric losses are negligible [7] , and therefore we only consider resistive heating in this model.
During RF ablation a certain voltage is applied to the electrode. The resulting electric field in the tissue from the Laplace's equation:
where σ is the electrical conductivity of the material (S/m) and V is the electric potential (V). The electric field intensity E (V/m) and current density J (A/m 2 ) are then computed from:
The local power density resulting in tissue heating is the product of current density J and electric field intensity E, which is then used to calculate the temperature distribution via the heat-transfer equation:
where ρ m is the mass density of the material (kg/m 3 ), c is the specific heat of the material (J/(kg⋅K)), and k is the thermal conductivity of the material (W/(m⋅K)). Table I , and assumed temperature dependent electrical conductivity with a temperature coefficient of 2%/°C [14] . If temperature rose above 100 °C, we assumed a rapid drop in electrical tissue conductivity by a factor of 10,000 between 100 °C and 102 °C. This is to emulate vaporization where gas forms and creates an electrically insulating layer. In addition we applied latent heat associated with water vaporization of 2,257 J/kg, once tissue reached 100 °C. We set the initial temperature of the liver tissue and temperature at the boundary of the model to 25 ºC; this is also the initial temperature in the ex vivo experiment. We simulated probe cooling by assigning the water temperature (20 °C) as a boundary condition to the probe, i.e. the probe is kept at constant temperature assuming high water flow rate, and simulated impedance-controlled ablation for 12 min. Constant voltage was applied to the probe throughout the simulation. Dissipated power was 40 W at the start of the simulation and applied voltage was 50 V throughout the whole ablation procedure. Ground potential (0 V) was assigned to the model boundaries. Once impedance rose above the threshold (20 Ω above baseline value), power was shut down for 15 s, and then re-applied. This scheme was repeated until the 12 min ablation time was completed. This is an approximation of the actual algorithm used by one of the clinically used generators [15] . The ablation zone size was determined using the 50 ºC margin (i.e. tissue above 50 ºC is considered destroyed). The model consisted of ~35,000 triangular elements and ~18,000 nodes. I used anisotropic mesh. Mesh size was 0.1 mm next to the electrode, where high electric and thermal gradients occur, and 1 mm at the model boundaries. We performed convergence tests to ensure that the mesh is sufficiently small. Time steps started at 0.05 s and were automatically controlled so that temperature increase at any node was below 3 °C between steps. We used PATRAN Version 2005 (The MacNeal-Schwendler Co., Los Angeles, CA) to generate the geometric models, assign material properties, assign boundary conditions and perform meshing. We then performed a coupled thermoelectrical analysis using the FEM software ABAQUS 6.5 (Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc., Pawtucket, RI). 
B. Ex-vivo Validation
We acquired two pieces of fresh bovine liver from a local butcher, immersed the tissue in 0.9% saline solution and waited until the liver was at room temperature (25 °C). We then placed a cooled needle electrode with 3 cm active length into the liver at 5 cm depth. Aluminum foil was located at least 50 cm away from the electrode as a dispersive electrode (Fig. 1) . The ablation electrode was perfused with room temperature water for cooling. We performed impedancecontrolled RF ablation for 12 min and set the initial power to 40 W, as in the FEM models; constant voltage was applied throughout the ablation procedure. In in vivo settings, higher power is used; however, since no blood-mediated cooling was present in the ex vivo experiment, 40 W was sufficient. We created a total of 12 ablations with minimum distance of 7 cm between the ablations in same tissue samples. After ablation, we sliced the tissue perpendicular to the direction of electrode insertion. The ablation zone can be optically identified as a light brown, pale region. We selected the slice where the ablation zone was largest, and determined average lesion diameter by optical inspection. During each of the experiments we recorded impedance Z between RF probe and ground pad as well as temperature T at 3 different distances of 10, 15, and 20 mm with thermocouples.
III. RESULTS Figure 2 shows the current density profile at the beginning of the ablation procedure, as well as after 4 min and after 6 min where tissue vaporization occurs and as a result the current density drops in these regions. Figure 3 shows the temperature profile after the 12 min ablation simulation. Figure 4 shows the temperature time course at 10, 15, and 20 mm distance from the electrode axis, both for the FEM model and the ex vivo experiment. Figure 5 shows the impedance measured between the RF probe and ground, both for the FEM model and the ex vivo experiment. The ablation zone diameter in the FEM model was 33 mm, the diameter in the ex vivo experiment was 29 ± 3 mm. 
IV. DISCUSSION
We developed a FEM computer model of a commercially available cooled needle RF ablation device, and implemented the impedance control algorithm as it is used in the commercial device. The impedance control algorithm controls applied RF power based on the change of impedance between the RF probe and the ground pad. Constant voltage is applied to the RF probe, and when tissue temperature exceeds 100 °C, vaporization and gas formation takes place in the tissue surrounding the probe, and results in an impedance rise (Fig.  2) . RF power is applied until the impedance rises 20 Ohms above baseline value (i.e. impedance at the beginning of the ablation procedure). Once this impedance threshold is exceeded, power is turned off for 15 s. During this time of tissue cooling, vapor and gas settle down, and impedance returns close to baseline value. After 15 s, RF power is reapplied until the impedance threshold is exceeded again, or until the end of the 12 min treatment cycle is reached. To implement impedance control in the model, we have to include in the model how the electrical tissue conductivity changes once the tissue reaches 100 °C. Here, we assumed that tissue exhibits electrically insulating behavior above 100 °C, and has a very low electrical conductivity comparable to air. We calculated the impedance in the model between the RF electrode and the ground pad, and used this value for impedance control in the same way as it is used in the commercial device. To validate this assumption in the computer model, we compared the impedance as measured during the ex vivo experiments to the impedance calculated in the computer model. Figure 5 compares the impedance of experiment and model. The initial impedance values are comparable with 95 Ohms in the experiment and 87 Ohms in the model. As the tissue heats up during the ablation procedure, tissue becomes more electrically conductive and impedance decreases. However, the decrease in the model is much larger compared to the experiment. Apparently the assumption of a 2%/°C temperature coefficient for electrical conductivity is not sufficiently accurate but unfortunately there is no data currently available in the literature on the temperature dependence of electrical conductivity; knowledge of this data is necessary for more accurate models. Starting around 300s (5 min) after beginning of the ablation, the impedance begins to rise due to tissue heating above 100 °C, and gas bubble formation. Figure 2 shows how the current density drops within the tissue due to local decrease in electrical conductivity. The rate of impedance rise increases steadily, until the impedance threshold is reached and power is shut down. The impedance rise in experiment and model are comparable, so the simple assumption of how the electric impedance changes once tissue reaches boiling temperature performed satisfactory and allowed us to implement the same impedance control algorithm as is used in the commercial device.
We also compared tissue temperature between model (see Fig. 3 ) and experiments. Figure 4 shows the temperature time course at 10, 15 and 20 mm distance from the electrode. The experimental temperature values are persistently smaller compared to the values in the model throughout the ablation procedure. One likely reason is the inaccurate temperature dependence of electrical conductivity. In both the model and the experiment we apply constant voltage to the RF probe throughout the procedure; due to the inaccurate temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity, the impedance in the model is much smaller compared to the experimental impedance value. As a consequence more total power is dissipated in the model than in the experiment (P = V 2 /R), resulting in faster temperature rise. The RF lesion diameter was 4 mm (14 %) larger in the model (33 mm) than in the experiment (29 ± 3 mm), which is a reasonable deviation considering lack of parameter values.
V. CONCLUSION
With a simple assumption of tissue behavior above 100 °C, we were able to implement the impedance control algorithm used in a commercial ablation device in a computer model. Likely due to inaccuracies in the temperature coefficient of electrical conductivity, temperature in the computer model rose faster, and the model overestimated the ablation zone dimensions. Implementation of accurate power control algorithms in models, as used in clinical devices, may allow for more accurate model results.
